
A MARKETPLACE 
FOR CRYPTO ASSET 
OWNERS!
The only marketplace where you can use your crypto assets
for barter and payment in exchange for products, services,
anything really!!
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CRYPTO IS NOT CURRENCY?!
CURRENCY means ‘CASH’ or ‘MONEY’. There are more than
100,000 crypto coins that is created and hundreds are created
everyday! 

Not one is really widely used as currency in exchange for 
good, products, services or anything for human needs.

There is an unquestionable need and passion for cryptocurrency
owners to barter, exchange, and make use of their ‘crypto assets’ 
in commmerce and marketplace!

CRYPTO IS NOT CASH OR MONEY!
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NO CASH NO CARD
If you don’t have cash, no credit card, no fiat currency - do you think 
you can buy and own crypto? Are we saying that these people 
cannot participate in the crypto world? Is that fair and square? What 
kind of a monetary system is that?

It’s a social responsibility to enable and empower everyone to 
participate in the crypto world without bias and restriction! 

Crypto is not for everyone?!



A MARKETPLACE TO SWAP & SHOP!
The only marketplace where you can use your crypto assets for
barter and payment in exchange for products, services, anything

really!! 
 
 

The only crypto ecosystem where ordinary people with no cash, no
credit card, and no fiat currency are enabled and empowered in the

crypto world! 
 
 

The only platform that provides escrow payment solutions to both
shoppers and seller! 
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O P P O R T U N I T Y
The original design and purpose of cryptocurrency as
P2P payment system for commerce can now be
materialized and realized! 

PRYMX is built on fastest and cheapest
interoperable Blockchain Technology

PRYMX coin is on ground floor price. It is currently on
private sale and pre-sale stage. Get yours now! 

The idea started in 1998. Re-conceptualized, redesigned,
and reengineered in 2018. MVP is finished in 2021.
Introduced in March 2022. 

Supply is fixed and limited. The law of supply and demand
applies. Price is increasing daily in value without human
intervention! 1998    2018    2021   2022
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idea 
started

R & D 
started

MVP 
finished

introduced 
on March

Fixed and limited 
supply of 1 trillion



PRYMX is owned and operated by Quadrillion Capital & Holdings that is registered and licensed in the 
Republic of Vanuatu and Lithuania. Vanuatu is tax friendly while Lithuania is a crypto friendly country. 

 
PRYMX is not required to hold any financial services license or authorization in Vanuatu to offer its 

products and services. 
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The provided information is not directed at residents of any country 
or jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to 

local law or regulation. 
 

BITCAPP Technology Network and Data Solution 
is the Managing Consultant firm of PRYMX. 

 
Mr. Butch Tabligan is the Founder of BITCAPP and 

the IT Back office is based in Manila, Philippines
 

No ICO was ever conducted for PRYMX. The entire project was
finished, done, and delivered without taking any money from the public. 

 
It was all SELF-FUNDED. We are DEBT FREE!



U N I Q U E   O F F E R !!

FREE ADVERTISEMENT for products, service, and anything! Users can 
advertise any and all their products, services, anything for FREE - for LIFE!

FREE PRYMX COIN Daily! Users get FREE PRYMX coin after they advertise.
They can earn FREE PRYMX coin - daily! 

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY Upon Entry! Limited Promo. This is on a limited time, 
promo, offer. This is not forever.
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EMERGENCY FUND: Interest Free Credit Line I No Collateral from USD 300k – 3M! Users can apply
every 3 months for EMERGENCY FUND credit line - Interest FREE - No Collateral! 

FREE Barter Transaction Fee for the first 3 years on $150 conversion from BTC to PRYMX! Users get FREE
 - 100% discount on barter transaction fee when they convert at least $150 worth of BTC to PRYMX coins.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: If You Don’t Make Money in 1 Year! This is their first peace of mind. If they
don't make money in 1 year - they can get back all their money 100% guaranteed! 
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U N I Q U E   O F F E R !!



FREE ESCROW SERVICE!
Barter and exchange transactions of every swappers, sellers and shoppers are secured and protected! 

STABILITY IN VOLATILITY! 
Price of your goods, services, and PRYMX coin is protected against high volatility!

STOCK OPTION! 
Users become part owners. Their PRYMX coin can be converted into ownership - share of stocks of
PRYMX - when we IPO! 
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T H E R E 'S   M O R E !!



UNIQUE STRATEGY
QTM Live Price Increase Based on Supply and Demand Algorithm The price of PRYMX 
coin automatically INCREASES (without human intervention - no human manipulation - just 
the law of supply and demand) EVERY NOW and THEN upon - after every conversion of any
amount from BTC to PRYMX coin. 

The increase can be daily or every hour! 

We call this QTM - quantity theory of money. It’s another PRYMX’s trade secret! 
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SIGN UP BONUS! 
Qualified Barter Sellers get $100 sign up bonus and another $100 bonus on each referral they 
sign up! This is a limited offer

T H E R E 'S   M O R E !!



E X I T  S T R A T E G Y !! 
SHOP I Inside the Platform 
Users can easily and quickly exit when they find a product or service they need and use their PRYTMX 
coin as payment. 

SWAP I Peer to Peer Exchange 
Users can conduct PRYMX coin 'peer-topeer' buy and sell transaction with any member I user of PRYMX
Prime Exchange platform! 

TRADE I PRYMX Digital Asset Exchange 
Users can exit by selling I trading in PRYMX digital asset exchange or any of the crypto exchange where
PRYMX coin will be listed! 

BUY BACK Guarantee! 
Finally, we guarantee buy back of PRYMX coin - if we do not deliver in 3 years!
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01

04

02

05

03

06

Advertise, post & 
Listing products, 

service, food, 
items, goods, 
gadgets, etc

Ships Product 
(optional)

Ensure Listing is 
Available

Meet Buyer to View 
& review product or 

service

Reply to the Chat.

Payment Accepted 
or Cancel escrow

HOW DOES 
IT WORK?

SELLER
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01

04

02

05

03

06

Search a good 
product or service 
that you want to 

buy

Send an Offer

Ensure enough 
PRYMX Better coin 

to make the 
Purchase 

PRYMX coin is
escrowed

Chat with the seller

Meet seller to 
check and inspect 
product or service

HOW DOES 
IT WORK?

BUYER
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07 08 09

Prepare deed of sale,
transfer, lease, etc If
required by the law. 

Accept the product or 
service

Release escrow to
make payment.



ROADMAP

Jun 2020

Jan 2022

Jun 2023

Mar 2025

Planning &
Development

M
VP

 b
et

a

Private Sale  I  Pre-selling

Creation of PRYMX 
stable coin

PRYMX - IPO in 2031

Project Launching

Asian Launching

Global Launching
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TIMELINE PRYMX Web App 
Introduced in March

Massive Marketing 
& Digital Promotion

PRYMX Crypto Exchange
in 2026

Mobile App Live Accepting other
coins in PRYMX

PRYMX Blockchain
in 2028
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FINTECH I BLOCKCHAIN  -  EU

Chloris Bolivar Francis Dolojan
FINANCE I TAX COMPLIANCE - UK

BOARD OF ADVISORS & CONTRIBUTORS
Janet Lee

Frando Sarmiento

Vince Vicente

Max Yampolsky

Nilam Jaiswal

Paul Standkevicius

BLOCKCHAIN ALLIANCE - SINGAPORE

LEGAL COMPLIANCE - DUBAI 

INVESTOR RELATIONSHIP - US

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

CRYPTO MARKETING EXPERT 

VENTURE CAPITAL - MENA
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Sebastien Gilquin Matt Rich
INVESTOR PARTNERSHIP

Gerrard Fabie

Brad Fitzgerald
CORPORATE FINANCE I INVESTMENT

GLOBAL B2B COMMUNICATIONS

HEDGE FUND & INTERNATIONAL
FINANCE



What comes easy don’t last long...and what lasts long don’t come easy!

https://prymx.io
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https://prymx.io/

